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Extract of Consolidated Unaudited Financial Results of the Company for the Second Quarter ended December 31, 2021

Note: The above is an extract of the detailed format of Unaudited Consolidated Quarterly Financial Results filed with the Stock Exchanges under Regulation 33
of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full format of Unaudited Consolidated Quarterly Financial Results is available
on the Stock Exchange websites and on the website of the Company. The above results have been reviewed and recommended to the Board of Directors by
the Audit Committee and subsequently approved by the Board of Directors at its meeting held on February 02, 2022. These results have been subjected to limited
review by statutory auditors who have expressed an unmodified review report.
https://beta.bseindia.com/stock-share-price/gokul-agro-resources-ltd/gokulagro/539725/ and https://www.nseindia.com/live_market/dynaContent/live_watch/
get_quote/GetQuote.jsp?symbol=GOKULAGRO&illiquid=0&smeFlag=0&itpFlag=0

The key Standalone Financial Information is as under:

Notes Related to Standalone Financial Results: -
1 The above results have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and thereafter approved and taken on record by the Board of Directors at their Meeting

held on 02nd February, 2022
2 The above financial results for the quarter ended on December 31, 2021 has been prepared in accordance with the Companies (Indian Accounting

Standards) Rules, 2015 (Ind AS), prescribed under Section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013, and other recognized accounting practices and policies to the
extent applicable.

3 The Company is mainly engaged in Agro based Commodities and as such there are no separate Reportable Segment as per Indian Accounting Standard
" Operating Segment" (Ind AS-108). Thus, no separate disclosure for Segment Reporting is made.

4 The figures for the December quarter (i.e three months ended on 31.12.2021), represent the difference between limited reviewed figures of year to date
figures for current period ended at 31.12.2021 and six months period ended on 30.09.2021.

5 Previous year figures have been regrouped or rearranged wherever necessary to meet with the current year's reporting requirements.

Notes Related to Consolidated Financial Results: -

1 The above results have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and thereafter approved and taken on record by the Board of Directors at their Meeting
held on 02nd February, 2022.

2 The above financial results for the quarter ended on December 31, 2021 has been prepared in accordance with the Companies (Indian Accounting
Standards) Rules, 2015 (Ind AS), prescribed under Section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013, and other recognized accounting practices and policies to the
extent applicable.

3 The Company is mainly engaged in Agro based Commodities and as such there are no separate Reportable Segment as per Indian Accounting Standard
" Operating Segment" (Ind AS-108). Thus, no separate disclosure for Segment Reporting is made.

4 The figures for the December quarter (i.e. three months ended on 31.12.2021), represent the difference between limited reviewed figures of year to date
figures for current period ended at 31.12.2021 and six months period ended on 30.09.2021.

5 The Company has also Consolidated financial statements of Riya Palm Lestari, a company limited by shares incorporated under Companies Act of
Government of the Republic of Indonesia on 18th October, 2021.

6 Previous year figures have been regrouped or rearranged wherever necessary to meet with the current year's reporting requirements.

At the Centre: On India-
Central Asia summit What Indian agriculture needs from the budget
As the joint statement

at the end of the India-Central
Asia virtual summit on
Thursday noted, ties between
India and the region have been
historically close, with
“civilisational, cultural, trade
and people-to-people
linkages”, but the lack of
access to land routes, and the
situation in Afghanistan are
among the biggest challenges.
Hosted by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi with the
Presidents of the five Central
Asian Republics (CARs), it was
a first, building on years of
dialogue.

The summit also came
after the meeting of NSAs in
Delhi, where they built on
several common themes of
concern and priority. To begin
with, there is the problem of
routing trade — a paltry $2
bill ion, spent mostly on
Kazakhstan’s energy exports
to India. In comparison,
China’s CAR trade figures
have exceeded $41 billion —
they could double by 2030 —
apart from the billions of
dollars invested in the Belt and
Road Initiative. With Pakistan
denying India transit trade,
New Delhi’s other option is to
smoothen the route through
Iran’s Chabahar port, but that
will involve greater investment
in rail and road routes to Iran’s
northern boundaries with the
CARs, something India is
hesitant to do in the face of
U.S. sanctions. A third option
is to use the Russia-Iran
International North-South
Transport Corridor via Bandar
Abbas port, but this is not fully
operational and at least two
CARs (Uzbekistan and
Turkmenistan) are not
members. India too, has

dragged its feet over TAPI gas
pipeline plans (Turkmenistan-
Afghanistan-Pakistan-India),
due to supply guarantees,
given the tensions with
Pakistan. Finally, there is
Afghanistan: the tenuous link
between Central Asia and
South Asia, where after the
Taliban takeover, there is no
official government, a
humanitarian crisis is building,
and there are worries of
terrorism and radicalism
spilling over its boundaries.
Each theme has been outlined
in the summit joint statement
as areas to work upon. They
have also agreed to more
structured engagement,
including the setting up of joint
working groups, on
Afghanistan and Chabahar,
and more educational and
cultural opportunities.

While the attempt by
India to institutionalise
exchanges and press the pedal
on trade, investment and
development partnerships
with the CARs is timely, it is
by no means the only country
strengthening its ties here.
While Russia is the most
strategic player, China is now
the biggest development and
infrastructure partner to the
countries. The CAR Presidents
held a similar virtual summit
with Chinese President Xi
Jinping earlier. Pakistan has
also increased its outreach to
the CARs, signing transit trade
agreements, offering trade
access to the Indian Ocean at
Gwadar and Karachi. India will
need to move nimbly to
ensure it stays in step with the
changes, and to make certain
the future of ties more closely
resembles the deep ties of the
distant past.

Limits of power: On Maharashtra
MLAs suspension case

In ruling that the one-
year suspension imposed last
year by the Maharashtra
Assembly on 12 BJP
legislators was illegal and
irrational, the Supreme Court
has set the limits of the
legislature’s power to deal
with disorderly conduct in the
House. It has laid down a
significant principle that the
effect of disciplinary action
cannot traverse beyond the
session in which the cause
arose. Citing precedents
from rulings of the Privy
Council and the Supreme
Court, the Court has sought
to read the power of the
House to suspend a member
as essentially defensive or
‘self-protective’ so that
disorderly conduct does not
overwhelm its proceedings,
but it should not assume a
puni t ive character.
Therefore, the suspension
beyond the duration of the
session was illegal. It was
deemed irrational because
the need to exercise the
power was l imited to
restoring order in the House;
logically, it was not needed
beyond the day, or in case of
repeated disorderly conduct,
to the session so that
scheduled business could be
completed. It has termed the
one-year suspension as a
punitive action worse than
expulsion. Its reasoning is
that if a member is expelled
by a resolution of the House,
the Election Commission is
bound to hold a by-election
within six months and the
member could seek re-
election. On the contrary, the
year-long suspension will
mean that the constituency
remains unrepresented,
while there would be no
vacancy to be filled through
a by-election. Referring to
the bar under Article 212 of
the Constitution on the
judiciary examining the
regularity of the procedure
adopted by the House, the
three-judge Bench ruled that
the present action was illegal
and irrational, and not a
mere irregular i ty of
procedure. The ruling is yet

another reminder to
legislative bodies that their
functioning is subject to
constitutional parameters. In
an era when the government
side accuses the Opposition
of being obstructionist, and
the Opposition alleges that it
is being s i lenced, i t  is
gratifying that the higher
judic iary grapples with
questions related to the
limits of the power exercised
by the major i ty in the
legislature.

The State government
argued vehemently that there
was no limit to the action that
the House could take for
maintaining order and the
Court could not examine the
proportionality of the action.
Rule 53 of the Assembly
allowed the Speaker to adopt
a graded approach to
disorderly conduct; naming
members after which they
should withdraw from the
House for the day, and, in the
case of the conduct being
repeated, for the rest of the
session. However, the
Government insisted that the
suspension was imposed
under the inherent power of
the Assembly to ensure
orderly functioning. Even then,
the Court ruled, in the absence
of a rule enabling such a power,
the House had to adopt a
graded approach and that the
same-session limit could not be
breached. Referring to the bar
under Article 212 of the
Constitution on the judiciary
examining the regularity of the
procedure adopted by the
House, the three-judge Bench
ruled that the present action
was illegal and irrational, and
not a mere irregularity of
procedure. The ruling is yet
another reminder to legislative
bodies that their functioning is
subject to constitutional
parameters. In an era when the
government side accuses the
Opposition of being
obstructionist, and the
Opposition alleges that it is being
silenced, it is gratifying that the
higher judiciary grapples with
questions related to the limits
of the power exercised by the
majority in the legislature.

The Union Budget for
2022-23 to be presented by
the finance minister is likely to
talk much about macro-
economic recovery, be it V-
shaped or K-shaped. She may
announce some measures to
boost the MSME sector,
greater investments in
infrastructure, and so on.
However, common people are
more concerned with surging
inflationary pressures,
inflicting an “inflation tax” on

their savings. Containing the
fiscal deficit has always been
a challenge. And it would be
more so this year when
economic recovery is still
fragile. But what one hopes is
that the FM will keep the
budget accounts transparent.

Transparency in
budgetary accounts is critical
for the credibility of the
budget. In this context, the FM
deserves compliments for her
last year’s Union budget,

when revised numbers for
food and fertiliser subsidies
were put up way above the
budgeted numbers, clearing
almost all arrears of the Food
Corporation of India (FCI) and
the fertiliser industry. Think of
revising the food subsidy
budget estimate of Rs 1.15
lakh crore to Rs 4.22 lakh
crore, and the ferti l iser
subsidy estimate of Rs 71,309
crore to about Rs 1.34 lakh
crore. That was a bold move
towards transparency. Even
this year, the revised
estimates of food and
fertiliser subsidies are likely to
be significantly higher than the
budgeted estimates of Rs 2.43
lakh crore and Rs 79,530
crore respectively, and one
hopes that the FM will keep
them transparent and clear all
the bil ls in the revised
estimates.

Looking at the budget
from the food and agriculture
angle, I see the subsidies on
food, fertilisers, and payments
under the PM-Kisan Samman
Nidhi will dominate, and easily
cross Rs 4 lakh crore, and may
even go towards Rs 5 lakh
crore in total. As a percentage
of net tax revenue of the Union
government (after deducting
the share of states), this
subsidy amount may turn out
to be around 30 per cent. This
share of subsidies, which are
basically doles, is multiple
times the government’s
expenditure on agri-R&D
through its Indian Council of
Agricultural Research (ICAR),

which hovers around Rs 8,000
crore. Interestingly, our
research at ICRIER shows that
investment in agri-R&D brings
five to 10 times higher returns
in terms of agri-GDP or even
poverty alleviation than the
same amount spent through,
say, fertiliser subsidies (or
even power subsidies by
states).

The upshot of this is that
if the Union government wants
the biggest bang for its buck,
the right approach is to double
or even triple the amount on
agri-R&D and extension,
especially in the emerging
areas of high-value agriculture
(horticulture, medicinal plants,
livestock, fishery, etc). This is
not just to raise their
productivity but also build
efficient value chains to supply
these to lucrative markets, so
that farmers’ incomes can be
significantly augmented.
That’s where the role of the
private sector becomes
important. ICAR needs not
only a big infusion of funds but
also an overhaul to
collaborate with the private
sector and FPOs to make its
research outcomes
marketable.

On the food subsidy
front, which is ballooning, we
know it is the result of the high
economic cost of rice and
wheat to the Food Corporation
of India (FCI), the low issue
prices at which it has to supply
grains for the public
distribution system (PDS), and
the large population (67 per

cent) to be covered under the
National Food Security Act
(NFSA). The economic cost of
wheat and rice is almost 40
per cent higher than their MSP.
Take, for example, rice, whose
economic cost hovers around
Rs 40/kg, but it has to be given
at Rs 3/kg through PDS and
almost free under the PM
Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana.
Given our weak governance of
the PDS, ground reports
suggest there is not only
massive leakage of rice in the
open market but it also goes
towards ramping up our rice
exports, which may touch 20
million tonnes this year, the
highest ever in history. It
would have been a matter of
pride if these exports were on
its competitive strength. But
the reality is that the export
unit value is much below the
MSP of rice.

And when India exports,
say, 20 mmt of rice in a global
market that hovers around 45-
46 mmt, it brings down the
global prices of rice. This
means that India has to export
more quantities of rice to get
the same amount of dollars,
a perfect case for imposing an
optimal export tax on rice.
Also, this amount of rice which
is being produced through
heavy subsidies on power for
irrigation and extremely low
urea prices, means that we
are exporting at least 40 to 50
billion cubic metres of water.

We surely need better
policies on grain management
and fertiliser subsidy. NITI

Aayog has come up with a
Multi-dimensional Poverty
Index (MPI) putting Indian
poverty at 25 per cent for the
year 2015-16 based on NFHS
data. The 2019-20 data set
would give an even lower
poverty ratio.

Poverty based on the
international definition of $1.9
per capita per day (PPP) is
even lower (around 11 per
cent) for 2017-18, as per the
World Bank. The Economic
Survey had earlier made a
case for reducing the
coverage of beneficiaries
under NFSA from 67 per cent
to 30 per cent, which makes
ample sense for targeting the
poor and bringing efficiency to
the PDS. I would submit that
beneficiaries also be given the
option to receive the money
in cash in their accounts,
which could be equal to MSP
plus, say, 20 percent, in lieu
of physical grains. This would
reduce leakages, and also
save on the high economic
costs of these grains. If the
coverage of beneficiaries
under NFSA cannot be
reduced, at least those who
are non-poor can be charged
at half the price of the
economic cost.

Similar moves are
needed on the fertil iser
subsidy front. Else, the budget
documents remain a mere
accounting exercise, without
ensuring efficiency and
inclusiveness in government
expenditure. That’s not
exciting.

Why it’s not time
to cut taxes

With state e lect ions
coming up, it might be
tempting for the government
to slash taxes and win votes.

With the Union Budget to
be presented in Parliament
tomorrow, many people are
hoping that taxes will be cut
to boost private spending
and growth. Ordinarily, this
might be a good idea.
However, there are four main
reasons why tax cuts are not
prudent now.

First, the strong revenue
performance during 2021-22
gives a mis leading
impress ion of  the
government’s fiscal position.
Revenues this year have
benef i t ted f rom some
exceptional factors. One,
strong profit growth in the
private corporate sector, led
mostly by the large firms;
two, robust collections from
the goods and services tax
(GST); and three, rapid GDP
growth. The crucial question
to ask is what might happen
to these factors in 2022-23.
Here we run into some
difficulties.

It is risky to assume that
corporate prof i ts  wi l l
continue to grow as rapidly
going forward.  This  is
because we do not yet fully
understand what led to the
growth in 2021-22. If we
look at the data of listed
non-financial, non-oil firms
in the private sector, we find
that by June 2021, their
profit margins were higher
than in the pre-pandemic
period. This could have been
the result of an increase in
their market share, given
that the smaller firms bore
the brunt of the pandemic.
The larger firms also took
emergency measures to cut
costs. It is not obvious that
as the pandemic recedes,
the same trend will continue
in 2022-23. If it does not,
then corporate tax growth
would not be as high as in
2021-22.

In addition, GST growth
is likely to slow down. In
2021-22, average monthly
GST collections increased to
Rs 1.2 trillion from Rs 0.94
tril l ion in 2020-21. This
increase was mostly on
account of the resumption of
economic activity. GST on
imports also played a big
role, fuelled by an import
boom and higher tariffs. It
is unl ikely that we wil l
witness a similar import
boom next year.

As the recovery period
ends and the economy
normalises, GDP growth will
slow down too. The main
engine of growth for an
emerging economy like India
is private sector investment,
which is still not showing any
signs of acceleration, even
as the broader economy
recovers. Another engine of

growth is exports. India has
experienced an export boom
in 2021-22. However, as the
developed countr ies
normal ise their  macro-
policies, the global exports
boom will diminish, and this
will impact India as well.
Hence, it is not certain
where high GDP growth will
come from in the next fiscal
year. All these factors lead
to uncertainty about tax
revenues.

Second, the fiscal deficit,
targeted at 6.8 per cent of
GDP for 2021-22, continues
to be very high. There is
little room to cut spending
since demands for social
spending such as on
MGNREGA remain high,
interest payments continue
to be a big component of
expenditure, and given the
mounting pressure on the
government to increase
capital expenditure. There is
consequently no room to
provide tax relief without
imposing further pressure
on the deficit. Nor is it a
good idea to allow the deficit
to increase.  The
government’s total debt has
already reached 90 per cent
of GDP, the highest ever, and
there is significant pressure
on the bond yields to go up.
This could make it costlier
for everyone to borrow.

Third, the pandemic has
caused supply shortages the
world over. India too has
been experiencing supply
chain bottlenecks. In a
s u p p l y - c o n s t r a i n e d
environment, any attempt to
boost demand by increasing
households ’  af ter- tax
income would lead to
inflation. This is exactly what
has been happening in the
US and other developed
economies. In India, retail
inflation, as measured by
the consumer price index,
has been running at 5-6 per
cent, close to the upper limit
of the RBI’s target band.
And, already there are
pressures for inflation to go
up as a result of rising oil
and commodity prices. Tax
cuts and the resu l tant
increase in spending might
push inflation beyond the
limit, forcing the RBI into an
uncomfortable choice: Raise
interest rates sharply at a
time when the recovery is
beginning or allow inflation
to tax the country’s poor.

Finally, we are entering
a per iod of  g loba l
macroeconomic uncertainty.
The US economy is
experiencing its highest
inflation in 40 years. The US
Fed will consequently raise
interest rates this year.
When the developed world
pulls back its expansionary
pol ic ies ,  emerging
economies like India need to
d isp lay st rong
m a c r o e c o n o m i c
fundamenta ls ,  and the
government must come
across as credible. One of
the key reasons India was
badly affected by the taper
tantrum episode of 2013
was because it was doing
poor ly  on macro
fundamentals.
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SHRI ANIL KUMAR LAHOTI TAKES OVER THE ADDITIONAL
CHARGE AS GENERAL MANAGER, WESTERN RAILWAY

Shri Anil Kumar Lahoti
General Manager -
Western & Central

Railways

Ahmedabad, Shri Anil
Kumar Lahoti, General
Manager of Central Railway
has taken over the additional
charge as General Manager of
Western Railway on Tuesday,
1st February, 2022.

Shri Anil Kumar Lahoti is a
1984 batch Indian Railway
Service of Engineers (IRSE)
officer with Master of
Engineering (Structures) from
IIT Roorkee (erstwhile
University of Roorkee). Shri
Lahoti has varied experience
in Railways. He joined the
Central Railway and worked in
various capacities over
Nagpur, Jabalpur (Now on
West Central Railway) and
Bhusaval Divisions and Central
Railway headquarters from
1988 to 2001. He has also
worked as Officer on Special

Duty to Member Engineering,
Railway Board, Chief Engineer
(Construction), Northern
Railway, Executive Director
(Track Machines), Railway
Board and Principal Chief
Engineer of North Central
Railway. Prior to joining as
General Manager of Central
Railway, he was Chief
Administrative Officer
(Construction), Northern
Railway.

Shri Lahoti has played a
key role in planning for
development of New Delhi
station as a world class station
including commercial
development of land and air
space and development of
Public Private Partnership
model. He had also planned
and constructed a new
directional terminal in Delhi at
Anand Vihar to decongest
Delhi and development of the
iconic second entry to New
Delhi station. As a Chief
Administrative Officer
(Construction), Chief Engineer
(Construction) he has
executed several
infrastructural projects of new
lines, doubling, yard
remodelling & important
bridges. Shri Lahoti was also
part of the team in formulating
policy on safety, maintenance,
rehabilitation and upgradation
of permanent way, policy on
operation of higher axle loads
and higher speeds on track as
Executive Director Civil
Engineering (Planning),

Railway Board. As member of
committee on Track
Maintenance Criteria, he was
instrumental in developing an
objective policy on objective
maintenance criteria for track
maintenance based on
electronic track
measurements to make the
track maintenance regime
efficient and effective. He has
extensively worked in
mechanisation and
automation of track
maintenance and was
instrumental in laying a
comprehensive Master Plan
for complete mechanisation of
track maintenance on Indian
Railways. As Divisional
Railway Manager, Lucknow,
he dealt with several
challenges related to
passenger and freight
operations and infrastructural
upgradation on Lucknow
Division.

Shri Lahoti has training in
Strategic Management Indian
School of Business,
Hyderabad, Executive
Leadership Programme from
Bocconi School of
Management, Milan, Italy,
Advanced Leadership and
Strategic Management
Programme from Carnegie
Mellon University, USA and
Contactless Track Recording
in USA. He has travelled to
USA, Germany, UK,
Switzerland, Austria, Italy,
Hongkong, Japan, China on
various official assignments.

CANCELLATION OF FEW TRAINS DUE TO NON-INTERLOCKING
WORK IN NORTH CENTRAL & SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAYS

Ahmedabad, Due to non-interlocking work at Prayagraj
Cheoki station for yard remodeling in North Central Railway
and at Rupaund station for commissioning of 3rd line in South
East Central Railway, few trains will remain cancelled.

According to a press release issued by Shri Sumit Thakur
– Chief Public Relations Officer of Western Railway, the details
of these trains are as under:
Cancellation of Trains:
1.      Train No. 09065 Surat – Chhapra Special of 7th, 14th
and 21st February, 2022.
2.      Train No. 09066 Chhapra – Surat Special of 9th, 16th
and 22nd February, 2022.
3.      Train No. 22909 Valsad – Puri Superfast Express of 3rd
February, 2022.
4.      Train No. 22910 Puri – Valsad Superfast Express of 6th
February, 2022.
5.      Train No. 09447 Ahmedabad – Patna Superfast Special
of 23rd February, 2022.
6.      Train No. 09448 Patna – Ahmedabad Superfast Special
of 25th February, 2022.
7.      Train No. 20971 Udaipur City – Shalimar Express of 5th
February, 2022.
8.      Train No. 20972 Shalimar – Udaipur City Express of 6th
February, 2022.

ATS to move court to book Dhandhuka
murder accused under UAPA, GUJCTOC

Ahmedabad : Five
accused, including two clerics,
who were arrested for
allegedly murdering 30-year-
old Kishan Boliya alias Kishan
Bharwad in Dhandhuka of
Ahmedabad over a Facebook
post, will be booked under
sections of the stringent
Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA) and Gujarat
Control of Terrorism and
Organised Crime (GUJCTOC)
act, said the Gujarat Anti
Terrorist Squad (ATS) on
Tuesday.

According to ATS officials,
they will move an application
for this at the magisterial court
in Dhandhuka of Ahmedabad
as “acts of terrorism” was
found in the murder of Kishan
Bharwad.

They said the sections of

the UAPA to be added against
the five accused will be section
13 1 (a) and (b) for whoever
takes part or commits or
advocates, abets, advises or
incites the commission of, any
unlawful activity, shall be
punishable with imprisonment
for a term that may extend to
seven years, section 16 1(a)
for whoever commits a
terrorist act shall, if such act
has resulted in the death of
any person, be punishable
with death or imprisonment
for l ife, section 17 for
Punishment for raising funds
for terrorist act, section 18 for
conspiracy and section 20 for
punishment for being member
of terrorist gang or
organisation.

The sections of the
GUJCTOC Act that will be
added are sections 3 1(1) and
3 (2), which are punishments
for committing an offence of
terrorist act or organised
crime which results in death
of a person, conspired to
commit, abet, advocate or
facilitate terrorist act offences.

Bharwad, 30, was
allegedly shot dead by two
bike-borne men in Dhandhuka

of Ahmedabad on January 25
when he was travelling on a
motorcycle. Later, police
revealed that the murder
followed allegedly after an
objectionable social media
video post by Bharwad.

Two clerics — Maulvi
Qamar Gani Usmani, Maulana
Mohammad Ayyub
Javarawala, and three others
— Sabbir Chopda, Imtiyaz
Pathan and Azeem Sama,
have been arrested so far. All
five have been booked under
Indian Penal Code sections
302 for murder, 307 for
attempt to murder and 120b
for criminal conspiracy as well
as sections of the Arms Act.

According to police, while
it was Sabbir and Imtiyaz who
allegedly shot at Bharwad, the
weapon was allegedly
provided by Javarwala and
Sama and the shooters were
allegedly instigated by Usmani.

Usmani was also arrested
in November last year by the
Tripura police under section
13 of the Unlawful Activities
Prevention Act (UAPA) for
advocating, abetting, inciting
any unlawful activity. He was
finally given bail after two
weeks by a court in Tripura.

“It has come out in
investigation that the
deceased Bharwad posted a
story on Facebook with
objectionable content 20 days
prior to his murder, after
which an FIR was lodged
against him.

Union Budget: Expectations unmet; healthcare,
welfare sectors ‘disappointed’ in Gujarat

Ahmedabad : The Union
Budget was a mixed bag for
Gujarat industries, especially
as there were expectations of
incentives for the healthcare
sector fighting the pandemic.

“The healthcare sector has
suffered immensely due to the
pandemic. Some specific relief
measures or incentive
schemes were expected for
the sector,” stated Hemant
Shah, president of the Gujarat
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (GCCI). Though GCCI
appreciated the provisions
made for Emergency Credit
Line Guarantee Scheme and
Credit Guarantee Trust for
Micro and Small Enterprises,
it felt the minimum investment
limit for availing benefits of PLI
(Production Linked Incentive)
Scheme should have been
reduced to benefit MSME units
and a specific sum should have
been allocated for MSME units
from the total allocation.
“Income tax rates should have
been rationalised in view of
the inflationary trend,” Shah
added. GCCI also appreciated
the extension of tax

exemptions for start-ups, new
Act for SEZs and
announcements made with
regard to GIFT City. Geeta
Goradia, co-chair of FICCI in
Gujarat, welcomed the budget
but felt enhanced spending
was needed in social sectors
such as healthcare, education
and direct benefit schemes like
MNREGA and PM Gareeb
Kalyan Yojana. “Specific
interventions are needed for
incentivising R&D in sectors
such as healthcare, pharma,
biotech, greentech and
futuristic areas like AI, Internet
of Things, etc. We will
continue to engage with the
government on these issues,”
Goradia added. The National
Dairy Development Board
(NDDB) at Anand, welcomed
the reduction in alternate
minimum tax for cooperatives
from 18.5 per cent to 15 per

cent, and surcharge from 12
per cent to 7 per cent for
cooperatives having an
income Rs 1 crore-10 crore.

Gujarat: ‘Atmanirbhar Budget’ for
CM; illusion of statistics, says Opp

Gandhinagar : Welcoming
Union Budget 2022-’23, Gujarat
Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel
said it would realise Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
pledge of making India
Atmanirbhar (self-reliant),
while the Opposition Congress
called it an “illusion of statistics”.

Quoting the CM, an official
release said that it is a popular,
Sarvasamaveshak (all inclusive)
and Sarvaposhak (Welfare for
all) budget.

“Despite providing benefits
of various health related steps
during Covid-19 pandemic like
free vaccination, free ration to
needy, increase in health
infrastructure, the union
government has not imposed
additional tax of a single rupee
on general public,” the release
quoted the CM as having said.

Patel said that this is a
budget that will lay the
foundation stone of taking India
to the next 25 years of “Amrut
Kaal” in its 75th year of
independence. “The budget has
the blueprint and roadmap of
development for the next 25
years when India will complete
its 100 years of independence,”

the release said. The CM said
that this budget has laid special
emphasis on four priorities – PM
Gati Shakti, all inclusive
development, increase in
production and investment
opportunities. He congratulated
the prime minister and finance
minister for the budget, which
is committed towards
development of all — youth,
women, farmers, buisnessmen,
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes, poor, and rural. The CM
said that the budget has cut the
custom duty on polished
diamonds and gems stones
which will provide impetus to
the gems and jewellery industry
of Surat. Gujarat Finance
Minister Kanubhai Desai also
praised the budget, while
highlighting its aspects for
Gujarat.Desai said that the
significant increase in capital
expenditure will help not only
creating new jobs, but also
increase people’s well-being.

Adding that the decision on
Gujarat-centric river interlinking
project of Damanganga-Pinjal
and Par-Tapi-Narmada is very
imporant, Desai said, “This
project of diverting water of
these areas which is getting
drained into sea and channeling
it to Gujarat can be called the
most auspicious.” “An
arbitration centre will come up
at our IFSC Centre in GIFT City.
There is not a single such centre
in India. When the businessmen

of our country have some
(legal) case, they have to go to
Singapore, London, etc… There
will also be an International
Financial Institution at GIFT City
which will be completely
autonomous,” Desai added.

He said that there are
relaxations in taxes on textile,
diamond and jewellery
industries that will be beneficial
to Gujarat. Calling the budget
“historic”, Gujarat BJP president
CR Paatil was quoted in a party
release, “With this budget,
Gujarat’s diamond industry will
become more strong and
development oriented… GIFT
City in Gandhinagar will get an
identity of education hub and
ideas of Atmanirbhar Bharat
and Vocal for Local will be
promoted.”

Gurugram likely to witness dense
fog, light rain for next three days

Gurugram, The city woke
up to a dense fog on Tuesday,
with the visibility dropping to
less than 100m at some
places and affecting traffic
movement. Officials at the Met
department have predicted
dense fog with light rain from
Thursday till Saturday. Though
dense fog dominated most
part of Tuesday morning, the
day became clearer post noon.
The minimum temperature on
Tuesday was 8.5°C, one
degree above normal, and the
maximum was 19.5°C, three
degrees below normal.

According to the forecast
of India Meteorological
Department, the city is likely
to get on Thursday due to the
impact of a fresh western
disturbance, which is likely to
bring down maximum
temperature by five degrees
on Friday. “The south Haryana
region, especially Gurugram
and Faridabad districts, will
witness good rain on
Thursday and light rain on
Friday along with fog. Fog is
likely to increase on Saturday
and the day temperature will
be down during this period.
The minimum temperature
might rise a bit, but due to
rain, cold conditions will
continue. With fog, visibility is
likely to be less than 100m at
most places in the region,”
said Manmohan Singh,
director of Meteorological
Centre Chandigarh, a regional
centre of IMD.

Meanwhile, Gurugram
experienced ‘poor’ air for the
fourth consecutive day on
Tuesday with an AQI of 252,
showed the 4pm air quality
bulletin of the Central Pollution
Control Board. According to
the weather bulletin issued by
Air Quality Early Warning

System for Delhi, the air
quality over the national
capital territory is likely to
remain in the poor category
over the next two days, though
wind speed is likely to pick up
on Thursday along with rain
and thundershowers.

Union Budget a ‘mixed bag’, say
real estate players in Gurugram
Gurugram, The real estate

industry in Gurugram on
Tuesday described the Union
Budget as a “mixed bag”, with
some commending its push for
low-cost housing, while others
said the sector’s long-standing
demands (such as a single-
window for clearances) were
left unmet. During her Budget
speech on Tuesday, Union
finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman announced that
eight million houses, both rural
and urban, will be built under
the flagship PM Awas Yojana
housing scheme, setting aside
? 48,000 crore for their
construction.

Pradeep Agarwal,
managing director, Signature
Group, said the Budget will
benefit those building
affordable houses, following
the finance minister’s move to
speed up land and
construction-related approvals
in urban areas. “The plan to
develop tier two and tier three
cities and involvement of
urban players will also boost
the sector,” he said. Varun
Gupta, director of Ashiyana
Housing, said the budget
emphasised the need to
nurture mega-cities, while
also focusing on tier-two and
tier-three cities. “The
increased allocation to
infrastructure and capital
expenditure in this budget will

catalyse urban development
and economic growth,” he
said.

Nayan Raheja, director of
Raheja Developers, said he
was disappointed at the lack
of a single-window clearance
system, a long-standing
industry demand. “We’ve been
requesting industry status for
the entire sector as well as
single-window for clearances
to ensure smooth operations
but the government is yet to
respond to this demand. The
announcements appear to be
a mixed bag from a real estate
point of view,” he said. Another
developer, who requested
anonymity, said the Budget did
not address issues such as
providing long-term loans for
construction of housing
projects at cheaper interest
rates, providing input tax
credit and reducing the cost
of raw material for
construction.Amarjeet Bakshi,
chairman and managing
director, Central Park, said
they expected increased spend
on infrastructure to boost
growth and create avenues of
employment. “We are hopeful
that job creation and the
announcement of ease of
doing business 2.0 will lead to
increased demand,” he said.

Consultants at Anarock
said the allocation of ?48,000
crore for the Pradhan Mantri

Awas Yojana (urban and rural)
will help boost the
government’s ‘housing for all’
initiative. Under PMAY, the
government plans to build 8
mill ion houses by
2023.“Affordable housing still
has the maximum demand in
India. It’s just that buyers went
into a wait and watch mode.
Affordable housing demand
will gain momentum once the
economic impact of the
pandemic begins to subside for
the target audience,” said Anuj
Puri, chairman of Anarock
Group. Gurugram is one of the
largest real estate hubs in the
country, and has seen sharp
growth in the residential,
commercial and logistics
segments in the past two
decades. In 2021, the city
reported the maximum
launches of residential
complexes and highest sale of
residential units across Delhi
and the National Capital
Region (NCR), according to an
Anarock report released in
January this year.

Low attendance marks first day
as schools reopen in Gurugram

Gurugram, Private schools
in Gurugram reopened to
largely vacant classrooms on
Tuesday, as in-person lessons
for vaccinated students in
classes 10 and 12 resumed in
institutions across Haryana.
However, the attendance was
comparatively better at state-
run schools in the city, with
officials attributing this to
disruptions brought on by
online learning among lower-
income groups.
Administrators in private
schools blamed the weather
for the poor attendance, while
some claimed that with most
of the syllabus completed,
there was little incentive for
students to attend physical
classes.

Rashmi Malik, principal of
Salwan Public School in
Gurugram’s Sector 15, said
the fog on Tuesday hampered
the turnout on the first day of
reopening. “Around 35%
students attended school. To

ensure social distancing, we
are calling students in two
groups on alternate days. Only
vaccinated students are
allowed. Almost 90% of our
students have received the
first vaccine dose,” she said.

The attendance at Sun City
School in Sector 54 was also
lower than expected and the
school management said
turnouts were likely to improve
only from the next academic
session.“We had around 25%
attendance, as most students
in these classes have exams
in February as well as in
March or April. The syllabus
is over and it is the time for
revision,” said Rupa
Chakravarti, the school director.
Schools have been closed
several times over the past few
months, either on account of
rising air pollution or due to a
surge in Covid-19 cases. On
January 3, the Haryana
government had ordered
closure of schools (WHY).
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Bullet train project: Gujarat HC dismisses
PIL seeking rehabilitation of slum-dwellers

A division bench of the
Gujarat High Court on Tuesday
dismissed a public interest
litigation by Ahmedabad-
based trade union Bandhkam
Mazdoor Sangathan that
sought the rehabilitation of 75
slum-dwellers evicted in
Ahmedabad for the Mumbai-
Ahmedabad bullet train
project.

The verdict by a division
bench of Chief Justice Aravind
Kumar and Justice AJ Shastri,
a detailed copy of which is yet

to be made public, said that
“after careful consideration of
every material, we found no
case” and added that the
petitioner “can give
representation to the
government”.

It will be open for the
petitioner to “avail any other
remedy to ventilate their
grievance by putting specific
representation in which event
the state authorities with
sympathetic approach, (can)
consider their claim and find

out if it fits in any other policy”,
it said.

The PIL had highlighted
that the slum dwellings at JP
in Chali came into existence
in 1991 where migrants
settled and grew to 68-70
slum dwellings with a
population of 350 by 2021.
The residents were first
attempted to be evicted in
2018 by the state and railway
authorities for the bullet train
project.

As submitted by the
advocate Hetvi Patel
representing the petitioner
union, in 2018, National High
Speed Railway Corporation
Limited (NHSRCL) that
surveyed the area gave a
verbal assurance to the slum
dwellers that they will not be
asked to vacate the land
unless they were
rehabilitated.

According to the
petitioner, NHSRCL gave
numbers to 48 slums and took

pictures of the residents with
their houses, assuring the
residents that they will be
allocated houses under the
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
or the state policy for
affordable housing.

However, between 2018
and 2021, no rehabilitation
process was carried out and
the dwellers continued to live
at the site, where they had
been residing for 30 years. In
February 2021, they were
issued a common notice by the
railway administration to
vacate in seven days,
following which the dwellers
made representations to
various authorities. On March
15, 2021, the railway
administration started
demolishing the settlements,
leaving 318 persons
homeless.

In a June 30 order, the
Gujarat HC instructed the
Ahmedabad district
administration to undertake

an exercise as per the
provisions of the Right to Fair
Compensation and
Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement (RFCTLARR)
Act, 2013, giving a fair
opportunity of hearing to all
stakeholders. The state in an
affidavit submitted that 18
slum dwellers were existing on
the alignment line of 22 square
metres of land that was “given
to NHSRCL”.

Subsequently, the state
government submitted before
the court that none of the
residents are liable for any
benefit under the
rehabilitation policy. The
Ahmedabad Municipal Corpo-
ration (AMC) also submitted
that it does not have any
policy for rehabilitation for
slum-dwellers living on railway
land. Western Railways, too,
submitted that they do not
have any rehabilitation policy
for them.

Covid-19 cases go up: 8,338
infections, 38 deaths in a day

Ahmedabad : The number
of daily infections in Gujarat
increased with 8,338 new
Covid-19 cases on Tuesday
against the 6,679 cases
reported a day ago, while 38

others succumbed to the
infection, indicating
continuous rise in Covid
fatalities despite a drop in the
number of critical patients.

From 304 patients on

ventilators as of January 27,
there are 229 patients on
ventilators across the state as
of February 1. With 2,702 new
Covid-19 cases and eight
related deaths on Tuesday,
Ahmedabad recorded a slight
surge against 2,399 cases and
six deaths reported just a day
ago. Ahmedabad city added
six new micro-containment
zones with 59 such zones as
on date. Of the 40 households
contained on Tuesday, 16
were at the residential society
of Maple Tree at Thaltej.
Ahmedabad is recording a
weekly test positivity rate of
23 per cent. The number of
districts with weekly TPR of
over 10 per cent has reduced
from 13 as of January 24 to
five districts as of January 31.
Leading the list is Vadodara
with weekly TPR of 26.47 per
cent. The district reported
2,196 new Covid-19 cases and
three deaths. Surat, where the
weekly TPR has been hovering
around 10per cent for the
most part of the third wave,
has reported a decline to
nearly four per cent. The
district reported 394 cases
and five deaths Tuesday.

Patan, on the other hand,
now has a weekly TPR at
11.67 per cent, reporting as
many as 224 new cases on
Tuesday.

BSF apprehends Pakistani
fisherman, 2 boats in Kutch

Ahmedabad :  The Border
Security Force (BSF) on
Monday apprehended a
Pakistani fisherman and two
fishing boats that intruded
into the Indian territory near
the Sir Creek area in Kutch
district of Gujarat.

Spotting BSF patrol party,
the f ishermen tried to
escape. BSF personnel
chased the intruders and
caught one fisherman and
two boats abandoned by the
fleeing f ishermen who
managed to take advantage
of the marshy and slushy
terrain and cross over to the
Pakistani side. Nothing
suspicious was recovered
from the two seized boats, it
said.

The BSF while patrolling
the area near Lakhpatwari
creek — located at the mouth
of Sir Creek, at 12.05 pm,
noticed four-five Pakistani
fishermen entering the Indian
territory by taking advantage
of the rough seas, an official
release stated here. Spotting
BSF patrol party, the
fishermen tried to escape.
BSF personnel chased the
intruders and caught one
fisherman and two boats
abandoned by the fleeing
fishermen who managed to
take advantage of the marshy
and slushy terrain and cross
over to the Pakistani side.
Nothing suspicious was
recovered from the two
seized boats, it said.

21-yr-old booked for POCSO,
forceful conversion released on bail

Ahmedabad : An
Ahmedabad rural court
Tuesday granted bail to a 21-
year-old man charged with
kidnapping, sexual assault and
offences under the Protection
of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act and the
Gujarat Freedom of Religion
Act. The man, an RTO agent
and an Ahmedabad resident,
was accused of abducting a
minor girl, having physical
relations with her and
forcefully changing her religion
for marriage. Additional district
and sessions judge HA Shah,
in an order, noted the victim
was aged above 18 years at
the time of the marriage.
WhatsApp chats indicated that
the woman had willingly left
her home to get married to the
man, he further noted. The
court granted him regular bail
at a surety of Rs 25,000 based
on the grounds put forth by
the accused. According to an
FIR lodged at the Vastrapur
police station on December
26, 2021, the teenage girl was
abducted by unknown persons

after she had gone missing
from Himalaya Mall in
Ahmedabad on the same day.
The girl returned home days
later after which the police
lodged a case against the
accused. According to the
police, the accused, then 18
years, had befriended the girl
on Instagram in 2019. Later,
he also allegedly demanded
Rs 10 lakh from the girl after
procuring details of her
father’s property. He was also
accused of threatening to
make public the girl’s intimate
photos if she refused to get
the money or marry him.
According to the complaint,
the victim gave the accused Rs
10,000. The accused, then,
with the help of friends, took
the victim to Jaipur in
Rajasthan wherein he married
her forcefully by changing her
religion, the complaint further
says. However, the accused
claimed innocence during his
submissions before the
Ahmedabad rural court. He
said the complainant had
married him of her free will.
The man also submitted that
he had filed a petition before
the Rajasthan High Court to
avoid harassment from their
respective families and the
Rajasthan HC had granted
protection to this effect.

Date: 02-02-2022
Place: Surat

Extract of Unaudited Financial Result for the Quarter and Nine months ended 31st December, 2021
(Amount in Lakh except EPS)

* Reserves  for the year ended March 31, 2021 was Rs. 599.59 Lakh and for the March ended 31, 2020 was Rs. 699.87
Lakh
Note:
1. The above is an extract of the detailed format of Quarterly/Annual Financial Results filed with the Stock Exchanges
under  Regulation  33  of  the  SEBI  (Listing  and  Other   disclosure  Requirements)  Regulations,  2015.  The  full  format
of  the Quarterly/Annual  Financial  Results are available  on  the websites of  the Stock  Exchange(s) at www.bseindia.com
and  the  listed entity at www.shantaiindustrieslimited.com.
2.The above financial results have been reviewed and recommended by the Audit Committee and have been approved
and taken on record by the Board of Directors at its meeting held on 01st February, 2022.
3. The limited review as required under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015 has been completed by the auditors of the Company.
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Karnataka logs 14,366 new Covid-
19 cases and 58 deaths in 24 hours

Bengaluru, Continuing to
witness a decline in fresh
infections, Karnataka on
Tuesday reported 14,366
new cases of Covid-19 and
58 fatalities, taking the tally
to 38,23,833 and death toll
to 39,056.  The state on
Monday had reported
24,172 fresh infections.
There were 60,914
discharges, taking the total
number of recoveries to
35,87,022, a health bulletin
said. Of the new cases,
6,685 were from Bengaluru
Urban that saw 35,589

people being discharged and
9 virus-related deaths. The
total number of active cases
across the state is now at
1,97,725. While the positivity
rate for the day stood at
13.45 per cent, the case
fatality rate (CFR) was 0.40
per cent.  Of the 58 deaths,
nine are from Bengaluru
Urban, Dakshina Kannada
and Mysuru (7), Mandya (5),
Udupi (4), Shivamogga (3),
Bagalkote,  Davangere,
Hassan, Kalaburagi, Kolar,
Raichur and Ramanagara
(2), followed by others.


